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Amalgamated free products of «-groups 
JACEK MICHALSKI 
1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to give a description for the amalgamated free products 
of «-groups. The present paper is the second in a series of papers devoted to the 
study of constructions of some special limits in the category Gr„ of «-groups (in 
[7] two constructions of free products were given). Both these papers are based on 
the results of [6]. The relation of the functors <P and W to inductive and projective 
limits given in [6] is used to investigate the above-mentioned inductive limits of 
«-groups. 
In these constructions the notion of a free covering group (cf. [10]) plays a central 
role. T ie 'pape r [3] (cf. also [5]) contains a generalization of this notion, namely a 
free covering (fc+ l)-group of an («+l ) -g roup (where n—sk). The assignment of 
free covering ( k + l)-groups to («+ l)-groups is functorial. This leads to the functor 
<£s: Gr„+1—Grfc+1 (in fact a class of functors depending on which construction of 
the free covering ( k + l)-group we consider), which is left adjoint to the forgetful 
functor Ws: Gr t + 1 ^Gr n + 1 (cf. [3], [6]). Here (contrary to [7]) the meaning of <PS 
is the same as in [6]. In Proposition 1, by &q(H) and <Pq(G,) we mean the respective 
free covering (k+ l)-groups of the (gk+ l)-groups H and Gt, disregarding their con-
structions. 
In a category with initial objects any free product with an amalgamated initial 
object is isomorphic to the corresponding free product. The construction of free 
products of «-groups was given in [7]. However, the construction of amalgamated 
free products given here exploits the non-emptiness of amalgamated sub-(«+1)-
groups. Therefore we always assume that a polyadic group is nonempty (like in [7]). 
The terminology and notation of this paper is the same as in [5], [6], [7]. We 
recall only that <p) denotes the cyclic (k+ l)-group of order s (cf. [10], [3]) 
and the l e t t e r s / and g denote the («+ l)-group and (k+ l)-group operations, respec-
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tively, in the (« + l)-groups and (k+ l)-groups under consideration. The symbol 
fa is understood as in [7] (in particular / ( 0 ) ( x ) = x ) . Throughout the paper we 
assume n—sk, s=mq, n > l . 
Let us introduce some new abbreviations of the notation. In place of 
/(..., ..., xr, ..., ..., xr,...) with Xit-.^X, repeated / times we write 
/ ( . . . , [*!, ..., x , ] ' , ...). In particular, instead of / ( . . . , x, ..., .v, ...) with x repeated 
/ times we write briefly / ( . . . , [x] ' , ...). 
2. Preliminaries 
We start with recalling the construction of an amalgamated free product in 
the category Gr2 of groups (cf. [2], [11]). 
Consider a nonempty family of monomorphisms {y(: B-—A,}tiT in Gr2 , where 
the groups A, are mutually disjoint. Let e denote the neutral element of A, for 
each t£T, and Bt = yt{B). Form a set Dt consisting of exactly one representative 
for any left coset xB, of the subgroup B, and such that cBtC]D,= {e}. Thus every 
element a£A, can be expressed uniquely in the form a=dyt(b) where a£Dt, 
b£B. The sequences of the form aL...drb where afcDt—Btm, b£B, t^ti+1, 
r=0,1, 2, . . . , will be called words. In the set A of words define a binary operation 
which from any two words forms a word in the following manner. Juxtapose the 
words to get a "long word" and perform all the necessary cancellations. The set 
A with this operation is the free product of A, with amalgamated subgroup B. 
Henceforth by the amalgamated free product of groups we always mean the group 
described above. 
L e m m a 1. Let [ I / ; {y,: $„((?,)—L'}tiT] be the free product of a nonempty 
family of groups {3>„(G,)}(er with amalgamated subgroup <&„(H) (i.e., the inductive 
limit of the family of monomorphisms {<£„ (e,): <Pn(H)^ <Pn (G,)},{ T ) where 
($n(H), T„ , („} and {<$„(<?»), t , , Ct>}/£ T are lhe foe covering groups of the («+1)-
groups H and {G,},(T, respectively. Then the morphism L'—C„j2 defined by 
Vw(Ctl(ai). C,p(a,), C„(6)) (where ax...aTb^L\ BDGJFL), D£*N{GT) 
for i=\, ...,r) is an epimorphism and a pair (L',x), where T is the inclusion of 
C_1(0) into L', is the free covering group of the («+1 )-group - 1 ( 0). Furthermore, 
[L\ {a,: G t — L } t i T ] , where rat— ^„(v,)?,, is the free product of the (n+\)-groups 
{G,},£T with an amalgamated sub-(n+ l)-group H. 
P r o o f . The proof of this lemma is analogous to that of Lemma 1 of [7]. 
The following two lemmas concern the decomposition of an (n+ l)-group 
( 5 = ( G , / ) into left cosets of a nonempty sub-(n+ l)-group H (cf. [1], [10]). As usual, 
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for the construction of the free covering group one fixes an element c£G (cf. [3], 
[5]). Since the element c is arbitrary, we may assume c£H. 
L e m m a 2. Let H be a sub-{n+\)-group of an (n+l)-group © = ( G , / ) and 
a£G. Then every element of the form (a, I) (with 1=0,1, ..., n— 1) in the group 
®*"=(G*",/*) belongs to (a, 0)H*". 
P r o o f . Let a€G and / = 0 , 1 , . . . , « - 1 . Then 
f%a, 0), (c, / - 1 ) ) = ( f ( a , c, [c]<-\ c, [c]""1- ' ) , /) = (a, /)€(a, 0 
since (c,l-l)£H*n. 
L e m m a 3. Two elements (a1,l1) and (a2 , /2) of ©*" belong to the same left 
coset of the subgroup H*n if and only if there exists an element b^H such that ax= 
=f(a2,b,[cf-1). 
P r o o f . Let (a l5 h)£(a2, l2)H*n. In view of Lemma 2 (%, 0)6(a2, 0)H*n, whence 
(«i, 0)=f%a2, 0), (b, n-1 ))=(fia2, b, ( c f - 1 , c, [c]""1), 0)=(f(a2, b, [c]»-1), 0) 
for some b£H. Thus a^fia^b, [c]"-1). 
Conversely, let ax=f(a2,b, [c]""1). Thus (au 0)=/*((a 2 , 0), (6, n-1)), whence 
(alt 0)€(a2, 0)H*\ Then, by Lemma 2, (a,, / j e f e , l2)H*n. 
3. A construction of amalgamated free products 
Consider a nonempty family of monomorphisms {et: H—Gt}teT where # and 
G( are nonempty (n+ l)-groups. Choose an arbitrary but fixed element c£H. Let 
ct—st(c). Decompose every G, into left cosets of the sub-(K+l)-group Ht=et(H) 
(i.e., elements a' and a" belong to the same coset if and only if there exists an ele-
ment bt£Ht such that a'=f(a", b„ [c,]" -1)) and choose one element in every 
coset distinct from Ht. The representative of the coset aH, (where a£Gt—Ht) is 
denoted by a. Therefore a=f(d, b„ [c,]" - 1) for some bt£Ht. By a word we shall 
mean a sequence of the form ^ . . . a ^ c , where / -=0 ,1 , . . . and for / = 1, . . . , r 
we have a£Gt—Ht, b£H, t^tt+i, /=0 , 1, ...,n— 1, r+l=0 (modn). Now we 
define an («+ l)-ary operation / o n the set L of all words. Given n+1 words, form 
by juxtaposition a "long word" and perform the following cancellations: If in the 
"long word" there appear neighbouring expressions of the form 
h h fCi.'a) 
1. bxc and b2c, where bx, b2£H, then we replace them by b c , where 
b=fl.)(bl, [ c ] \ c, [ c j " - 1 - ^ ' ^ ) . If b=c and <K/ i , / 2 )=H- l , then we 
n-1 
cancel the resulting expression c c , unless it remains at the end of the "long 
word". 
5 
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2. Cj and d2> where ¿ j , a ^ G t — H t , then depending on the element 
a=/(a1, as, c,, [c , ]" - 2 ) we replace them by 
0 
(a) abc, where b£H is the solution of the equation a=f(a,e,(b),c,, [ct]"-2)> 
if aiHt; . 
1 
(b) a'c, where et{a')—a, if a£Ht. 
i i 
3. bxc and a1, where a^G,—7/ , , then we replace them by abc, where 
a=/ ( . )(e t(6i) J[ c»] ' '« i ' £«'[ c»]B~ 1 _ < P ( ' , 0 )) a n d b i s t h e solution of the equation 
After a finite number of steps the "long word" becomes a word. Note that 
the resulting word does not depend on the order of the cancellations performed. 
Define the family of morphisms {a(: Gt-*L}tiT by the formula: 
n-l • 
1. at(a)=db c , where b is the solution of the equation a=f(a,st(b), [c , ]" - 1 ) , 
if a£G,-Ht; o 
2. cLt(a)=a'c, where e,(a')=a, if a£Ht. 
T h e o r e m 1. The (n+ \)-groupoid L is an (n+l)-group. The (n+l)-group L 
together with the family of morphisms {at: G ( — L ) , i T is the free product of the 
(/i+ 1 )-groups {G,}(£ j with an amalgamated sub-(n+1 )-group H. 
P r o o f . We use the same notation as in Lemma 1. Let (<£„(//), T h , £ h ) and 
{(<Pn(G,), T,, C()},er be the free covering groups of the («+ l)-groups H and {G(}t€ T , 
respectively, with distinguished elements c£H and ct=st(c)(iGt. 
As was mentioned above, the elements of the free product L' of the groups 
<Pn{Gt) with an amalgamated subgroup i>„(//) are words of the form a*...a*b*, 
where a*€<P„(Gt)— <Pn(Ht), b*£<Pn(H), t^ti+1, r= 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . According t o 
Lemma. 2, the elements a* can be chosen to be of the form a ? = ( a i ; 0). On 
the other hand, by Lemma 3, the decomposition of <Pn (Gt) into left cosets of the 
subgroup 4>„{H,) coincides for elements of the form (a, 0) with the decomposition 
of the (n+ l)-group G, into left cosets of the sub-(n+ l)-group Ht. Therefore every 
element of L' is of the form w—(d1,0)...(dr,0)(b, I) where b£H, 1=0, ..., n— 1 
and d f £ G f j — t i 7 i t i + 1 for / = 1 , ...,r. According to Lemma 1 the morphism 
£: 2 defined by ((w)=<p(r)(<;,i(d1, 0) , . . . , it{dr, 0), tH(b, /)) is an epimorphism. 
Let L = £ _ 1 ( 0 ) and let r: L—L' be the inclusion of L into L'. Then w£L if and 
only if #*-f-/=0 (mod n) (since i(>v)=<p(r)(0, . . . , 0 , / ) = / - + / (mod «)). The (w+1)-
group operation / on L is simply the long product obtained from the group opera-
t i o n / * on L'. To simplify words of the form (a, 0) in the (n+ l)-group L we write 
simply a. Then z(a)=(a,0)£L. Let w=(a1,0)...(d„0)(b,l)£L. Then (cf. [5]) 
w =/*, ((a,, 0), ..., (dr, 0), (b, 0), [(c, 0)]') = 
=/<*№), •••> t(dr),T{b), [ r ( c ) f ) = z(ai... arbc). 
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Thus it is convenient to define L as the set of all sequences of the form al...drbc 
where b£H, r= 0,1,2,..., 1=0, ...,n-l, r+l=0 (modn) and d^Gt-Ht , t^ 
7iti+1 for i= 1, ..., r. The (n+ l)-ary operation / o n L is given by juxtaposition of 
« + 1 words and performing all possible cancellations: 
<i h 
1. If there appear neighbouring expressions blc and b2c, where by, b2£H, then 
x{...b!lbX..) =/?>(-, T(fti), [T(C)]'1; T(b2), |[T(c)]'., ...) = 
= / £ ( . . . , ( f i h , [c]'i, b2, c, [ c j - i - ^ y ) , f/)(/l5 /?)), ...) = . 
= / o ( - . 1. № > № • ^ M"-1-*'»'*>)), [T(C)]*'.-«, ...) = 
= T(.. ./(61 s [C] \ b2, [c]'=, c, . C ...). 
If we obtain the expression c c not at the end of the "long word", then as in the 
proof of Theorem 2 of [7] one can show that it may be cancelled. 
2. If there appear neighbouring expressions al and a2, where c\, d2£G,— 
-Ht, then 
x(...d1d2...) =/(*)(..., T(dj), T(d2), ...) = 
= / ? ) ( - , (/(«1= ct, [c(]"-2), 1), ...) = / £ ( . . . , (a, 1), ...) 
where a=f(ax,a2,c„ flcJ"~2)€<j1. Consider two cases: 
(a) Let aiHt- Then (a, l)=f*{{&, 0), (et(b), 0))=(f(a, s,(b), c„ [c (]"-2), 1), 
thus a=f(a, e,(b), ct, [c,]" - 2) and therefore b£H given by the equality (a, 1)= 
=f*((a, 0), (e,(b), 0)) is the solution of the equation a=f(a, s,(b), ct, [ct]"~2). 
Hence 
r(...d1d2...) = / £ ( . . . , ( 4 0), (b, 0), ...) =/&(..., x(d), x{b), ...) = x(...db°c...). 
(b) Let a£Ht. Then 
i 
x(...d1d2...) =/*)(..., (a, 1), ...) =/(*)(•••= ...) = T(. . .a 'c . . . ) 
where st(a')=a. i 3. If there appear neighbouring expressions bxc and ax ; where d^G,—/7,, then 
x(...b1cd1...) =/&(..., I), (¿i, 0), ...) = 
= / « ( - . lc,f, du c„ 0)), ...) (a, <p(l, 0)), ...) 
where a=fl.y{et{bj, [c,]', du c„ [c,]"-1-*1'«»). Then 
(a, q>(l, 0)) =f%a, 0), (e,(b), Q) = ( / (d , st(b), [c,]', c,, M » " 1 - * ' - « ) , <p(l, 0)); • 
9» 
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thus a—f(^{a, e,(b), fc,]1, ct, [c ( ] n - 1 - , ' ( ' , 0 ) ) . and therefore b£H given by the 
equality (a, <p(l, 0))=/*((d, 0), (e,(b), /)) is the solution of the equation a= 
=f(d, s,(b), [c(]<, c„ [ c j - 1 - ^ « » ) . Hence 
z(...b1'cd1...) = /? , ( . . . , ( 4 0), (e,(b), I), - ) = 
T(D), T ( 6 ) , [T(C)] ' 5 . . . ) = T( . . .dbc. . .) . 
The uniqueness of the resulting word is implied by the uniqueness of the form 
of a word in the amalgamated free product of groups. 
According to Lemma 1, za,(a)= ¥n(y,)(a, 0). Consider two cases: 
1. Let a€Gt-Ht. Then (a, 0 ) = f % d , 0), n-1 ))=(№ e,(b), [c,]"-1), 0); 
thus a=f(a, st(b), and therefore b£H given by the equality (a, 0 ) = 
=/*((d, 0), (et(b), n-1)) is the solution of the equation a=f(a, et(b), [c,]""1). 
N - J 
Hence yt(a, 0) = (a, 0)(b, n— 1), so zat(a) = (a, 0 ) (b , n— 1) = z(ab c ). 
o 
2. Let a£Ht. Then y,(a, 0)=(a , 0), whence r a t ( a )=r (a , 0 )=a ' c where 
st(a')=a. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. Some properties of amalgamated free products 
In view of Theorem 3 of [6], if every (n+ l)-group Gt and also the ( « + l)-group 
H are derived from (k+ l)-groups, then the amalgamated free product is also derived 
from a (k+ l)-group. The converse is also true except for the following two cases: 
when T has only one element or when at most one of the monomorphisms is not an 
isomorphism. Then the amalgamated free product is isomorphic either to G, or to H. 
It may happen that in this case the amalgamated free product (being isomorphic 
to one of the (n+l)-groups Gt) is derived from a (£+l ) -group; none the less the 
(n+ l)-group H (as a sub-(w+ l)-group of that ( n + l)-group Gt) need not be derived 
from any l)-group. For this reason we have to make some additional assump-
tions. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let L be the free product of («4- l)-groups {Gt},eT with an amal-
gamated sub-(n+ \)-group H, where more than one monomorphism e,: H—G, is not 
an isomorphism. Then the (n +l)-group L is derived from a (k+ \)-group if and only 
if every \)-group Gt and the (n+1 )-group H are also derived from (_k+1 )-groups. 
P r o o f . We use the notation of Theorem 1. Let L be an («+ l)-group derived 
i 
from a certain (fc+ l)-group and let the word w=aL...drbc be skew to the element 
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o 
cc=a(c)da(H) (where a=a,£,) in that (k+ l)-group. In view of Corollary 2 of 
o 
[9] the element w is s-skew to cc in the («+ l)-group L. 
Suppose that r^O. Then ax£G t for some t ^ T . Take any element of the 
n-l ' 
form ac c where adG,— H, and t^h- From the definition of an i-skew element 
(cf. [9]) it follows that w f c c f - ^ d / c Y ' ^ ^ a ^ c ^ f c c f - 1 [ d c " c 1 ] ' , - , t . After 
performing all the necessary cancellations the reduced word on the left side of the 
equality starts with a 1 ; the reduced word on the right side starts with a. This con-
tradicts the uniqueness of the form of a reduced word, since a ^ a ( t ^ t ) . 
o 0 
Thus the word w is of the form w=bc. Since w=bc—a(b)da(H), by Proposi-
tion 3 of [9] the sub-(n+ l)-group a ( H ) of the (n+ l)-group L is also a sub-(fc+1)-
group of the creating (k+ l)-group of L. Hence the («+ l)-group H (isomorphic to 
the (n-l-l)-group a ( H ) ) is also derived from a (k+ l)-group. On the other hand 
a (H)<zyt(Gt); so every (n-fl)-group yt(Gt) is derived from a (k+ l)-group. 
Conversely, let (n+l)-groups {G,},€T and H be derived from (&+ l)-groups. 
Then, by Theorem 3 of [6], the (n+ l)-group L is also derived from a (k+ l)-group, 
which completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
In [6] we proved a general theorem on the inductive limits of covering (&+1)-
groups of (n+ l)-groups. This theorem applied to the case of the free product yields 
Theorem 4 of [7]. 
In a category complete with respect to inductive limits the free product is a 
particular case of the free product with an amalgamated subobject (taking an initial 
object for the subobject). This is the case for the category Gr2 and also for the cat-
egories Gr„ with « > 2 . Therefore in Gr2 the construction of a free product is a 
particular case of the construction of the free product with an amalgamated sub-
group (in this case a one-element group). Note that the situation is quite different 
when we pass to Gr„ for n > 2 . In the construction of a free product with an amal-
gamated sub-n-group presented here it is important that this sub-w-group is non-
empty. Hence the construction is not a generalization of the construction of the 
free product. In particular, Theorem 4 of [7] is not applicable to the description 
of an amalgamated free product of covering (k+ l)-groups of («+ l)-groups. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Let {et: H-»G,}ieT and {e(': H'—<?,'},€T be nonempty fam-
ilies of monomorphisms, where (H', Xn, Cn) and {(G,', ).t, (,)},e r are covering (k+))-
groups of indices qu and {</,}, £T of the (n+1 )-groups H and {Gt},iT, respectively, and in 
addition *Fs(c't)j.l, = Xtc, for each t^T. Then for each t£T we have q, = q„ and 
the free product of the (k+l)-groups {Gt'}(€J. with an amalgamated sub-(k+l)-group 
H' is a covering (k+ \)-group of index qH of the free product of the (n+ \)-groups 
{G,}(€ t with an amalgamated sub-(n + \)-group H. 
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P r o o f . The commutativity of the diagram 
Vs(Jf') • W ) 
together with Theorem 4 of [5] implies the existence of morphisms q, : <i q u t k + 1 
—G >fc+1 such that Since the morphisms et : G't are (by assump-
tion) monomorphisms, the morphisms c, are isomorphisms (cf. Corollary 4 of [8]). 
Hence qH=qt- For simplicity we shall write q instead of qH. In view of Corollary 3 
pf [5], the (n+ l)-groups H and {G,}lgT are derived from {qk+ l)-groups H and 
G t, respectively, where in addition (see the remark on the definition of the functor 
t> in the Introduction) H'=4>q(H), G'= <2>,(G,), = Vm(xa), A,= ^m(tt) (here 
s=mq). Let [Z; {a,: Gt~L},iT], [L; {a,: G , -L} , e T ] , [L'\ {<: G't~L'}liT] be the 
amalgamated free products. The functors xFm and <Pq preserve and reflect amalgamated 
free products (cf. [6]). Hence L=>Fm(L), L'=d>q(L). Let (L\ xL) be the free 
covering ( k + l)-group of the (qk + l)-group L. Thus, by Corollary 4 of [5], (L', }.L) 
(where ¿ •L = Y m ( i : z ) ) i s a covering (k+ l)-group of index q of the (n+ l)-group L, 
which completes the proof of Proposition 1. 
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